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Ide:ntity EleI阻entsin Rin富S

Takao SUMIY AMA 

環 の単位元について

隅山孝夫

As is well-known， (one-sided or two-sided) identity elements in rings play an important 

role in the thory of Tings and modules. The purpose of this paper is to consider several conditions 

for a Ting to have identity elements 

~ 1 

De自nitions. Throughout R will represent an 

associative ring. An element eεR is called a right 

(left) identity if xe = x (ex = x) holds for any xεR.If 

e is both a right identity and left identity， e is called 
an identity and denoted by 1. When R is a ring with 1， 

a right R-module M is called unitary if ml = m holds 
for any m εM  

When S is a subset of R， A， (S) d芭notesthe left 

annihilator {xER I xS = O} . Similarly Ar (S) is the 

right annihilator 

Let A be a ring with 1 and N be a unitary right A 

module. The Abelian group A EB N with the 

multiplication 

(aj，nj)(a"n，)二 (aja"nja，)

is a ring， which is denoted by [A; NAJ . Naturally N 

is regarded as an ideal of [A; NAJ by the mono-

morphismηトー←→ (0，n). Also A is regarded as a 

right ideal of [A; NAJ by aト一一→(弘 0)

Lemma 1.1 (1) (1，四)is a right identity of [A; NAJ for 
any nEN 

(2) N = Ar( [A;NAJ )ー

(3) A is isomorphic to th巴 left [A; NAJ 

endomorphism Ting of [A; NAJ ー

Proof. As (1) and (2) are easy， we shall show only 

(3). Let f be a left [A; NAJ -endomorphism of [A; 

NAJ ，then one will easily see thatf((l， 0)) = (a， 0) for 

some aEA. Let φbe the mapping fトー→a.As is 

easily verified，φis a ring homomorphism 

Conversely， for any aεA， let f be the 

endomorphism of [A; NAJ defined by f((x， n)) 

(xa，目。).Denote the mapping aトー「ザ byψ， then φ。

ψ±ψ。ゆ =id. This completes the pToof 

Th邑orem1.2 If R has a right identity， then there exist 

a ring A with identity and a unitary right A-module 

N such that Rさ [A;NAJ . A and NA are uniquely 

determined up to isomorphism. 

Proof. Let e be a right identity of R. Then 

R二 eREB Ar(e) as right R-modules. If we put Aニ

eR， A is a ting with e an identity and Ar(e) = Ar(R)二

N is naturally regarded as a right A-module. Any 

reR is uniquely written as r = a十河 (aeA，nεN). 

The mapping <p:rトー→(a，n) gives an isomorphism 

from R to [A; NAJ . The uniqueness of A and NA is 
c1ear from Lemma 1.1. 

Corollary 1.3 If R has a right identity and Ar 

(R)ニ 0，then R has an identity. 

Corollary 1.4 If R has a unique right identity， then it 
is an id巴ntity.

For， both of these conditions imply N士。

Since Ar(R) is contained in the Jacobson radical 

of R， if a semisimple ring has a right identity， then it 
is an identity. 

Theorem 1.5 (cf. [1J S 6) If [A; NAJ is left Artinian， 

then A is left Artinian and N consists of only finitely 

many elements. 

Proof. For any left ideal L of A， [L; NJ {(a， 

珂)ε[A;NAJ I aEL} is a left ideal of [A; NAJ . From 
this we can see that A is left Artinan. 

For any Abelian subgroup N' of N， [0; Nl 

{(O， n)ε[A; NAJ I neN'} is a left ideal of [A; NAJ . 

It follows that Abelian subgroups of N satisfy the 

descending chain condition. 

Let x be an arbitrary element of N. If we suppose 

that the additive order of x is infinite， we get a 

strictly descending chain of Abelian subgroups of N 

Zx尋2Zx;;;>2'Zx;;;> ..司

This is a contradiction， so any element of N has a 
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finite order. It follows that 
N = Np， ED Np， ED . . . . .⑦ NptJ 

where 巴ach Np， is a primary Abelian subgroup 

belonging to a prime Pi and p!， P2，. . .ー， Pt are distinct 

primes. Without any loss of gen巴rality，w巴 can

suppose N = Npi ， that is， there exists a prime p = P， 
such that the order of any element of N is a power of 

p 

Let us put N'i) = {xεN I piX二 O} for each 

positive integer j， then 
Nω三 N(2)三二 ーー 亘N(m)，;;;.ー

is an ascending chain of Abelian subgroups of N and 

N 二 UN'i) Suppose there exists a strictly increasing 

seq114i誌eof positive integers e， < e2く....<en < 
. .such that N(e，)~ N(e，)長...~ N(en) 長

Regarding that each N(i) is a right A-submodule of N， 

we get a strictly descending infinite chain of left 

ideals of A 

pe'A尋 pe'A孟ーーー尋 pe"A i1 
This contradicts that A is left Artinian. It follows 

that there exists a positsve integer k such that N'k)三

N. 
。ニ N(O)亘 N(l)，;;;N(2)三..亘 N(k)= N 

is a chainoflAbelian subgroups of N， where each N'i)/ 

NU-l) (1 ~玉 j 壬 k) is a finite direct sum of cyclic groups 

of order p by the descending chain condition. Hence N 

is a finite set 

~ 2 

Definitions. When R is a ring， J(R) denotes the 

Jacobson radical of R， which means the intersection 

of a11 modular， maximal left ideals of R (cf. [6J 
Chapter III). RX will represent the multiplicative 

semigroup of R. Also， 

B(R)二 {aeRI aERa} ， B'(R) = {aER I awR} ， 

S(R)ニ {aERI Rニ Ra} ， and T(R) = {aεR IA， 
(a) = O} . 

A left ideal L of R is called to be small if L + M is a 

proper left ideal whenever M is a proper left ideal of 

R. 

Lemma 2.1 (1) B(R) is a (semigroup-theoretic) right 
ideal of RX 

(2) S(R) and T(R) are subsemigroups of W 

(3) S(R)，;;; B(R). 

Theorem 2.2 R has a right identity if and only if B(R) 

れ T(R)宇 φ

Proof. Let B(R) n T(R)ヰ φanda 6 B(R)パ
T(R). Then there exists eER such that a = ea. Let x be 

an arbitrary element of R， then 

(x - xe)a = x(a - ea) = 0目

It follows that x = xe， hence e is a right identity. 

Since every element of J(R) is quasi-regular， we 

can easily see that J(R) is a smallleft ideal if R has a 

right identity. The converse is not true in general， but 

the following fact is known. 

Th巴nrem2.3 ( [2J ，Satz 2) R has a right id巴ntityif 

and only if the following three conditions are satis-

fied 

(1) R!J(R) has an identity 
(2) J(R) is a small left ideal 

(3) B'(R) = R 

In case R is left or right Noetherian， the follow-

ing is known. 

Theorem 2.4 ([8J) When R is left or right Noetherian， 

R has a right identity if and only if B'(R) = R 

We can give an another proof in case R is left 

Noetherian. Assume that R is left Noetherian and B' 

(R)ェR.Let M be the set of allleft ideals 1 of R which 

satisfies the following condition 

( * )There exists some e (depending on I)εR such 

that xe = x for any XEI. 

Since M is not empty， M has a maximal element 1キ

There exists e* E R which satis凸esxe' 二 xfor any 

xEl皐 Letus assume that 1* * R， then ther巴existsaER 

with a 61*. K = r* + Ra十 Zais a left ideal of R 

which contains 1* prop巴rly.We can choose eεR such 

that (ae* - a)e = ae* - a. If we put e' =♂十 e- e* 

e， then for any element y = x + ra + za (xEl*， 間 R，

zeZ) of K， it holds that 

ye' = x(eネ +e - e*e)十 ra(e*十 e- e*e) + 
za(eキ十 e- e*e) 

=x♂ + xe - xe*e十 r(ae*十 ae- ae*e) + 
z(ae*十 ae- ae*e) 

= y  

It follows that K EM. This contradicts the maximali-
ty of r*. Consequently 1ネ=R， hence R has a right 

identity. 

Definition. An element a of R will be called a 

right multiplicator if there exists a fixed integer n 

such that xa二河x holds for any XER. M(R) will 

represent the set of all right multiplicators of R， 

which forms a subring of R 

Theorem 2.5 ( [5 J ， Satz 3.1) R has a right identity 

if and only if the following two conditions are 

satisfied 

(1) For any homomorphic image R' of R， it holds 
that A， (R1 = 0 

(2) M(R)パT(R)ヰ φ.

S 3 

We consider two conditions concerning an ele 
ment aεR 

(A) Raニ R(i.e. aεS(R)) 

(B) A，(a) = 0 (i.e. aET(R)) 

These two conditions are independent in general 

Example 1. Let R be a commutative integral domain 

(for instance， Z)ーIfa is different from 0， then (B) 

holds， though (A) may not. .' 

Example 2. Let V be a vector space over a field k of 
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countably mfinite dim己nsionwith a basis {e"e2" 

en，. . . .} . Let R be the endomorphism ring of V. Wε 

define ae R by eiトー「時十1(1 ~玉 i< ∞). Also beR is 

defined by e，トー-->0and ei卜一一→e'-1(2孟i<∞).Then 
clearly we obtain ba = 1 (identity map)， h記ncε Raニ

R. If we dεfine CE R by e，ト______"e， and e，ト一一ー心 (2三五

i<∞)， then ca = 0， so A，(a)宇 O

But we shall show that (A) and (B)are equivalent 

if R is both left N oeth邑rianand left Artinian 

Theorem 3.1 If S(R)ヰ ψ，thεfollowing conditions 

are equivalent 
(1) S(R)二 T(R)

(2) A left R-endomorphism f:R一一一→Ris injec-

tive when and only when it is surjective 
(3) (i) R is the only left ideal of R which is 

isomorphic to R as left R-modules，and (ii) A = 0 is 

the only left ideal which satisfies R/ A ~ R as 1巴ftR

modules. 

Proof. (1)一一→(2) Choose aeS(R)， and let f:R 

ー←ー→Rbe an injective left R-endomorphism. If we 
put f(a) = b， then A，(b) = 0， hence we get Rb = R. 

Let r b巴 anarbitrary element of R. then there exists 
seR such thatアニ sb.So rエミf(a)= f(sa)， which 

implies that f is surjective 
Next suppose thatf:R一一一→Ris a surjective left 

R-endomorphism. Since R 二 f(R)= f(Ra) = Rb， Al 

(b) = O. Let x be an element of Ker(f). There exists 

YER such that x = ya， so 0 = f(x)ニ f(ya)= yf(a) = 

yb. lt follows that yニ 0，hence f is injective 

(2)一一一→(3)Let A be a left ideal of R andψ:R一一→A
be a left R-isomorphism. If we denote the natural 

injection from A to R by j， then j 0 <p :R一一一→Ris 

injective， hence surjective. That is， A = R 
N ext suppose that A is a left ideal of R and there 

exists a left R-isomorphism ψ:R/A一一一>R.Let πR 

一一一→R/Abe thεnatural proj巴ction，then ψ。πR

一一一→Ris surjective. Hence it is injective and A 三

Ker(ψ。π)=0

(3)一一→(1)is clear from Raさ R/A，(ι)

Lemma 3.2(1) If a left R-module M satisfies the 

descending chain condition， then any injective left R 

-endomorphism of M is surjective 

(2) If a left R-module M satisfi巴sthe ascending 

chain condition， then any surj芭ctiveleft R-endomor 

phism of M is injective 

Proof. (1) Let ψ M一一一寸M be an injective 
endomorphism. Since 

M=伊。(M)言 <p(M)三ザ(M)三.

by the descending chain condition ther巴 exists珂詮O

such that q:>n(M) = q:>n+ 1 (M) : suppose n is the 1巴astsuch 
integer. Let us assume nミ1.If mE伊n-1(M)，there 

exists m'EM such that m =ψn-1(m} Also there 

exists m" EM such that伊(m)=ψn(m')=伊n+l(m勺.

Tbenψ(mー伊n(m"))= 0， which follows that m ニ

伊n(mつ， since伊 isinjective. Soザ-1(M)= <pn(M)， 
which contradicts the definition of n. Therefore， l¥江ニ

伊(M)ー

(2) Let ψ:M一一一>Mbe a surjective endomorphism 
Since 。=Ker(ψ。)::;;;Ker(ψ)::;;; Ker(ψ2)三

there exists 河孟osuch that Ker(ψn) = Ker(ψn+1): 

suppose 目 is the le丘stsuch integer.Let us o.ssume n主主

1. If aEKer(ψn)， there exists bEM such tho.t a =ψ(b) 

Since ψn(a)二 ψn+1(b)= 0， b E Ker(ψn+1)二 Ker(ψn)

ThenOニ ψn(b)二 ¥ft-n-1(ψ(b))= 1tn-1(a)， which means 

aeKer( 1tn-1). So Ker(ψn-1)二 Ker(ψn)，a contradic 

tion. Therefore Ker(ψ)=0 

From this， w巴 canget the following: 

Theorem 3.3 If R is both left N oetherian and left 
Artinio.n， then S(R)二 T(R).

Proof. For each aER， we only have to apply the 

preceding lemma to the right multiplication map <Pa 

xト一一一今xa

S 4 

Definitions. When S is a semigroup and ab二 aholds 

for any a，bεS， S is called a left zero semigroup. The 

following fact is well-known (for instance， [7J pp 

77-80)ー Asemigroup which satisfies such equivalent 

conditions is callεd a left group 

Lemma 4.1 When S is a semigroup， the following 

three conditions are equivalent 

(1)( i ) S has a right identity， and ( ii ) for any aES 

and any right id邑ntityeeS， there exists XES such that 

xa 三三 e. 

(2) For any a，beS， there exists a unique xeS such 

仕1atxa二 b

(3) S is isomorphic to the direct product of a 

group and a left zero semigroup 

Now we can state the following: 

Theor巴m4.2 (1) If S(R)ニ T(R)宇 φ，then S(R) is a 

left group. Hence， if R is both left N oetherian and left 

Artinian， S(R) coincides with T(R) and is a left group 
unless it is empty 

(2) When R is both left N oetherian and left 

Artinian， R has a right identity if and only if S(R)ヰ

φ 

Proof. (1) We shall show that S(R) satisfies (2) of 

Lemma 4.1. Let a，beS(R). Since Ra = REb， there 

exists xER such that xaニ b.We have to show that 

xeS(R). If xES(R)， there exists a non-zero element yeR 

such th旦tyx = 0， for S(R) = T(R). Then yxa = yb = 0， 

henceA，(b) '* 0， which contradicts beS(R) = T(R). So 

xεS(R). Next assume that xa二 band x'a = b. Then 

(x -x')a = 0， which follows x = x'， since x -x'EAl 
(a)二 O.Thus S(R) is a left group 
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(2) Suppose S(R)ニ T(R)宇 φ，then it is a left 

group， hence has a right identity e by Lemma 4.1 
Since Re = R， e is呂 rightidentity of R 

Corollary 4.3 If R has no left ideals other than 0 and 

R， then R is either a division ring or a zero ring on a 

cyclic group of prim巴 order

Proof. lf RZ = 0， then the additive group of R is a 

cyclic group of prime order since it is a simple 

Abelian group. So we can suppose there exists aεR 

such that Ra = R. By Theorem 4.2 R has a right 

identity， so R has an identity by Corollary 1.3. It is 

immediate that R is a division ring. 

Let R be a ring such that S(R)ニ T(R)ヰ φ，then 

S(R) must be isomorphic to the direct product of a 

group and a left zero semigroup. Let e be a right 

identity of R and put Aニ eRand N 二 Ar(R)，then 

there exists an isomorphism 伊沢一一→ [A;N，J . If 

we identify R with [A; NAJ by伊， thenw巴 canwr巾

any element of R as (a，n)， where aεA and nεN. 

Suppose Rョs= (a，叩) satisfies Rs = R， then there 

exist bεA and問、Nsuch that (b，nI(a，招)= (ba，n'a)ニ

(e，O)， which follows that ba = e. Conversely， let n be 

an arbitrary element of N and aeA satisfy ba = e for 

some beA. Then for any巴lement(c，m)of R it holds 

that (cb，mb)(a，n)ニ (c，m)，so sニ (a，四)satisfies Rs = 

R. Hence， if we put A' = {aEA 1 ba = e for some 

bEA} ， (a，目)eS日')is equivalent to aEA'. 

Let a be an arbitrary element of A'. As (a，O)εS(R)， 

by Lemma 4.1 (2)， there exist a'εA' and nεN such that 

(a'，刀)(。ρ)= (a'a，na) = (ερ). It follows that a' a = e 

On the other hand， 
(a，O)(d，O)(a，O)二 (ad，O)(a，O)

二 (e，O)(a，O).

Hence 00' = e by the uniqueness of Lemma 4.1 (2). So 
A' is nothing but the unit group A本 ofA. 

LetusputN'= {(l，n) 1 neN} andd巴finepz:S'= 

{(a，n) 1 aeAり1EN} -~>N' by (a，n)トー→(l，n)

Pl:S'一一一→A*is defined by (a，n)ト←ー>a.Thus we get 

the following commutative diagram of semigroups 

RX A
n
 

N

r

J

 

ん
小
|
|

中

↓〆
ト
し

12
Z N' 

'Pl z 
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Herε (eR)ホ denotesthe unit group of eR， and Z thεleft 

zero semigroup consisting of all right identities of R 

j and j' are natural injections. P'1ニ(伊 1 leR)つ1.Pl。

(ψ| 拙))， P'2 =; (伊 1 Z)-lo P20 (田 1 5IR))' Pl and p， 
are orthogonal (cf. [7J pp. 76-77). For， let L¥.1:S'ニ u
Ub be the partition of S' inducεd by p" where Ub-二

{(b，n) 1 日EN}.Also letムAF=JdNVmbEthEpartitIOII 
induced by p" wh邑r巴 Vmニ {(a，間)1 aEA勺.Then 

clearly Ub n Vm consists of only one element (b，問)

Soム1andム2are orthogonal. Consequently S' is 
isomorphic to the direct product of A本 andN' 

P'1 and p'， are orthogonal， too， so S(R) is iso 
morphic to the direct product of (eR)本 andZ. Note 

that A* is isomorphic to the unit group of the left R 

endomorphism ring of R by Lemma 1.1 (3). So we get 
the following: 

Theorεm 4.4 If S(R)ニ T(R)宇 φ，then S(R) is iso 

morphic to the direct product of the unit group of the 

left R-endomorphism ring of R and the left zero 

semigroup consisting of all right identities of R. 

Note that if R is left Artinian moreover. then Z is 
a finite set by Th巴orem1.5 

Theorem 4.5 If R is both left N oetheri丘nand left 

Artinian， then the following three conditions are 
equi valent. 

(l) R has a right identity 

(2) There巴xistsaεR such that Ra = R 

(3) For any aeR， there exists bER such that ab二

d 

Proof. Clear from Th巴orem2.4 and Th巴orem4.2 
(2) 
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